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Abstract: The major attack on wireless sensor network is Denial–of-service (DoS). DoS attacks like packet dropping, collisions,
interference, false route, flooding and buffer overload can destroy the network. One of the most important factors of DoS attacks is
packet dropping. Packet dropping means drop packets to interrupt the packet transmission process which make the communication
diminish. This paper proposed EQSR (energy Efficient and QoS multipath routing) in which drop packets and end-to-end delay is
concluded using two pass algorithms which firstly examine drop packets and then the attack of packet loss. In this algorithm also
reduced the dropping packets by decreasing the end –to- delay in wireless sensor network.
Keywords: Wireless Senor Network (WSN), Denial–of-service (DoS), EQSR (energy Efficient and QoS multipath routing), and End – toEnd delay

1.

Introduction

2. Literature Survey

A wireless sensor network is a network which consists of
a number of sensor nodes that are wirelessly connected to
each other. Each sensor node consists of sensing, data
processing, and communication components. A large
number of these sensor nodes collaborate to form wireless
sensor networks [1]. To ensure scalability and to increase
the efficiency of the network operation, sensor nodes are
often grouped into clusters [2] [3]. A sensor node is
battery powered and is equipped with integrated sensors,
data processing capabilities, and short-range radio
communications [4]. WSNs have a wide variety of
applications such as environmental monitoring and
tracking. The particular applications are tracking of object,
monitoring of health, fire detection and control of nuclear
reactor. Deployment of sensor nodes in an area for
collection of data is a typical application of WSN. This
paper computes the dropping packets in EQSR (energy
Efficient and QoS multipath routing). There are many
reasons of packet dropping are like congestion,
interference, buffer overflows, collisions and delay. It is
very important to find the solution of this problem.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: In section II,
literature survey is addressed. Section III, Previous work
is explained. In section IV, Problem definition is
discussed. In section V, methodology is explained. In
section VI, Results and Discussion is held. In section VI,
paper is concluded. In section VII, future scope is written.

Existing work has been done to detect the packet dropping
in ad hoc networks by using the sleep – wake up
schedules. But this approach is impractical [5]. A
simulated environment is designed to examine the
disconnected nodes using H- algorithm because the
disconnected nodes destroy the data transmission and F –
algorithm is used to detect the packets dropping [6].
Lightweight solution DPDSN is proposed to detect the
drop packets of malicious nodes in [7]. A data province
based mechanism is used to detect the packet loss [8].
Shan Zhu et.al [9] proposes optical routing algorithm
(ORT) to reduce the drop packets in high speed networks
like ATM networks. When packets sent to destination,
they may be lost in way. A Had Based Two Pass
algorithm used to compute the optimum solution for ORP
with great speed. Zheng Jian-Li et.al [10] proposes a new
scheme called MPSSF (Multi-Path Single Stream
Forwarding) to reduce the extra consuming of network
resources. This scheme is a combination of single stream
is used to create the out-of-sequence packets. Single
stream scheme consume extra network resources if out-ofsequence packets are not created. Bai, H. et.al [11]
proposes a model explicit congestion notification (ECN)
used with random early detection (RED) the buffer size
and RED parameters to minimize the packet losses at
RED gateway. Kaur et.al. [12] Proposes a scheme to
reduce the packets loss by optimize the link weights using
online simulation in OSPF networks. They use packet loss
rate as the optimization metric. To compute the packet
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drop probability, they use GI/M/1/K queuing model. Priya
et.al [13] proposed fast handoff scheme to improve the
handoff latency during the transmission if signals. During
handoff, packet loss ratio and delay are considered as QoS
parameters.

3. Previous Work
Previous paper works on the packet delivery ratio and
energy consumption using EQSR protocol. In that paper,
the author proposed Energy Efficient and QoS aware
multipath routing protocol, in which they use the concept
of service differentiation to increase the lifetime of the
network and to reduce the end-to end delay. The existing
work is based on the analysis of drop packets and end –toend delay [14].

energy of node and message ID of RREQ. The node firstly
checks the message ID and searches the task table after
receiving RREQ sent by other nodes, to ensure whether
this RREQ is first received or not. When the first time,
RREQ packet is received, the node sets the reception time
T and starts the timer. The frame format of Route Request
Message is shown as Fig 1

Figure 1: Route Request Message frame format
The reception time T is calculated as

T 

k
E n e rg y

Energy Efficent and QoS multipath routing (EQSR)
In wireless sensor network, the sensor nodes are randomly
deployed. A network consists of a sink node, and other
sensor nodes. The sensor nodes have limited energy,
limited power and limited storage. The sensor nodes
remain at their locations for sensing, once they are
deployed. Depending on the available energy and signal
strength of a node, it is selected to forward the data. The
energy cost is calculated by data packet size, and radius of
the transmission and energy cost model of transmitter and
receiver. The energy cost for Sending k-bit packet to a
node with distance‘d’ and receiving k-bit packet is shown
as:

node

Where k is constant and Energy node is the remaining
energy of node. After setting the reception time T, the
node process the RREQ packet and record the remaining
energy, ID and message ID of sending node in the receinode list. The receiver node’s remaining energy and its ID
replace the remaining energy and ID in this RREQ packet.
RREQ packet is sent to its neighbors during the arrival of
the reception time [16]. The node checks the arrival of the
timer setting of message ID, if the RREQ packet is
received after the first time as shown in Fig 2. If the
reception time T has not arrived, then the node will record
the whole information along with the remaining energy of
the RREQ packet.

ETx( k, d) = ETx-elect (k) + ETx-amp (k, d)
ERx (k) = ERx-elect (k)
The Energy efficient QoS multipath routing protocol
consists of two phases; Path construction phase and Data
transmission phase. The path discovery phase consists of
RREQ, RREP, and Second path discovery.
Figure 2: Source node path discover

Path Construction Phase
During the first path discovery, the nodes discover the
neighbor nodes to send the data packets and establish a
route to sink node by transmitting the Route Request
message and when the route is discovered, then the source
node initiate the Route Reply message and create a new
entry in neighbor routing table. In the second path
discovery, the nodes participating in first path are not
included in the second path routing. So, that there is
establishment of second path between the source and the
destination node [15].
Routing Request of the First Path
The source node sense the Surroundings area, collect the
data and transmit the data to sink node by setting the
transmit radius‘d’. If the nodes with omni directional
antennas are interested to find the sink node; the source
node send flooded RREQ data packet to the surrounding
nodes. RREQ packet consists of node ID, remaining

If the reception time is T has arrived, then the node will
discards the RREQ packet. RREQ packets are sent in
flood to the destination by this manner. When the sink
node receives the RREQ packet, it will examine the
message ID number of RREQ packet. The sink node at the
same time records the whole information like node
remaining energy, and node ID of RREQ packet.
Routing Reply of the First Path
After the selection of the routing table for the path, the
destination node sets the transmit radius and send the
RREP packet. The RREP packet contains receiver node
ID number, sender node ID number, message ID number,
and RREP signs so on. The packet format of the RREP is
shown in Fig 3.

Figure 3: Packet format of RREP
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After receiving the RREP packet, the node first checks the
data packet type whether it is RREP packet or not. If it is
RREP packet, It checks the receiver node ID number, to
check whether it is receiver node or not. If it is receiver
node ID in the RREP, the node will check and records the
message ID number, node ID and other node information
and for next hop node, it will set the sender node ID [16].
After setting the transmit radius, the RREP packet is
transmitted [17]. This process is shown in Fig 4.

4. Problem Definition
In a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN for short), individual
sensor nodes, or sensors, are constrained in energy,
computing, and communication capabilities. Typically,
sensors are mass-produced anonymous commodity
devices that are initially unaware of their location. Once
deployed, sensors should self-organize into a network that
works unattended. The packet delivery should be reliable
and scalable for the wireless sensor network for
performing and better point of view.

5. Methodology

Figure 4: Route Establishing
Establishing the Second Path Discovery
The method of establishing the second discovery path is
same as establishing the first path. The nodes which have
participated in discovering the route will not participate in
second discovering path. After the completion of routing,
the source node sends data to the sink node through the
established paths. The source node sets the time of
transmitted data every time. When the source node sends
data to the sink node, it will set the same time interval as
in case of first path discovery, and sends the next packet.
Data Transmission Phase
After the discovering of paths, the source node starts
sending data packets to the sink node. Each time a data
packet arrived, the routing table is updated at the sink and
the format of packet includes Seq_Number, Source ID,
Sink ID, Data_len, Paylaod. The Seq_Number field is the
sequence number of the data packet. The Source ID and
Sink ID are the source and sink node of the packets.
Data_len field denotes the length of the data packet.
Paylaod field is that carry information [18]. The updating
of values in routing table helps the sink node in finding
that how many routes have been used. To detect the path
failures, the sink node monitors the delay of data packets
on each path. A threshold value is assumed. If the delay is
above the threshold value, the sink supposes that the path
is not broken. This protocol avoids the path failures and
data packets the data is stored in the sender side unless an
ACK is not received from the receiver side. If the ACK is
not received within the reception time, an error report is
generated and data will be sending back to the source for
retransmission [19]. In order to save the energy of whole
network, the data aggregation method is introduced in
EQSR protocol. All the nodes will aggregate and send the
data. When the node receives the data from different
nodes, it will firstly rearrange the data by the sink ID field
of data packet. The node will aggregate the packets by
merging the payload and other fields. So, only one data
packet is send to the sink node.

In a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN for short), individual
sensor nodes, or sensors, are constrained in energy,
computing, and communication capabilities. Typically,
sensors are mass-produced anonymous commodity
devices that are initially unaware of their location. Once
deployed, sensors should self-organize into a network that
works unattended. Power consumption is always a
problem in wireless sensor network. There must be less
energy consumption to improve the quality of service of
sensor network. The packet delivery should be reliable
and scalable for the wireless sensor network for
performing and better point of view.

6. Objectives of the Research
The end to end delay is the main issues in the wireless
sensor network. So these papers focus on main
parameters; drop packets and end –to- end delay. The
main steps included to get the required objectives are as
follow:





Develop a simulated environment of Wireless Sensor
Network.
Develop an energy aware EQSR routing protocol
based on Quality of Service.
Implement two pass Algorithm in EQSR routing
protocol.
Evaluate and analyze performance in terms of send
packets, drop packets, receive packets and end to end
delay.

7. Proposed Algorithm
Two Pass Algorithm:
This algorithm is used for finding variance; first it
computes the sample mean,
n

xj

j 1

n

A
Mean =

,

And then computes the sum of the squares of the
differences from the mean,
n

 
2
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as given by the following pseudo code :
def two_pass_variance(data):
m =0
count up 1 = 0
count up 2 = 0
for y in data:
m =m+1
count up 1 = count up 1 + y
m ean =

count up 1
m

for y in data:
count up 2 = count up 2 + (y - mean)*(y - mean)
Varian ce 

Figure 5: Send packets

cou n t up 2
m 1

In fig 5, at time 30 sec, the no of send packets are 30,720.
At 60 sec, the no of send packets are 61440. At 90 sec, the
no. of receive packets are 92160 and so on. The graph of
send packets is increasing gradually. And the values
calculated in NS-2 are in Fig 6.

return variance
To find the drop packets
drop [k] = send [k] – rec [k]
Where k is the number of packets.
This algorithm is often more numerically reliable for large
sets of data, although it can be worse if much of the data is
very close to but not precisely equal to the mean and some
are quite far away from it.

In fig 7, at time 30 sec, the no of receive packets are
30,720. At 60 sec, the no of receive packets are 61410. At
90 sec, the no. of receive packets are 92070 and so on.
The values of receive packets are simulated by NS-2
shown in fig 8. At 30 sec, the no of sending packets are 30
720, and at the receiving side, the no of received packets
are same as send packets of 30,720. But at 60 sec, sending
packets are 61440 and receiving packets are 61410.

8. Results and Discussion
It deals with the simulation study of the routing protocol
in Wireless Sensor Networks for said problem statement.
The procedure used for simulations is explained and the
scenarios for which simulations are carried out are
described below. The observations of the simulation study
are plotted as graphs and conclusions are carried out on
the basis of these graphs. Simulation is the research tool of
choice for majority of researchers. The simulation carried
out with NS-2.The Network Simulator, ns-2.35 is a
networking event simulator, which simulates such events
as sending, receiving, forwarding and dropping packets,
etc. The events are sorted by time (measure in seconds) in
ascending order [20]. For simulation scenario and network
topology creation it uses TCL (Tool Command
Language).
For analyze, the simulations have been performed using
Network Simulator 2 version 2.34. It is scalable and open
source used for the simulation behaviors of wired or
wireless network functions and protocols. Our simulation
network consists of 200 sensor nodes that are randomly
scattered in the square field of 1000 * 1000. All nodes
have same transmission range of 25m.The following are
the result analysis.

Figure 6: Send packet values
It means there are some drops of packets. These graphs of
drop of packets are shown in fig 9.
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It means there are some drops of packets. The no of drop
packets are 30. At 90 and 120 secs, the packets dropped
are 90 and 180.

Figure 7: receive packets
In fig 8, at time 30 sec, the no of drop packet are 0.00. At
60 sec, the no of drop packets are 30.00. At 90 sec, the no.
of drop packets is 90.00 and so on. The values of drop
packets are simulated by NS-2 shown in fig 10.
At 30 sec, the no of sending packets are 30 720 and the no
of received packets are also 30,720.

Figure 10: drop packets values
These graphs of drop of packets are shown in fig 9. The
end-to delay in fig 11, the delay is analyzed using the NS2 simulator. The delay in y- co-coordinately is within the
red lines.

Figure 11: end- to-end delay
Figure 8: receive packets values
So there is no drop of packets. But at 60 sec, sending
packets are 61440 and receiving packets are 61410.

The delay is increasing gradually from co-ordinates (0.02,
100) to co- ordinates (120, 220). But implementing two
pass algorithms the delay is decreased from the previous
work. The reasons of drop packets are many like
interference, collisions, delay and buffer overflows.
So this work is done on end –to –end delay. When the end
–to-end delay is decreased, the no of received packets
received successful and there is no drop of packets.

9. Conclusion
This paper analyzes EQSR protocol; An Energy efficient
and quality of service aware multi-path routing protocol.
The performance of EQSR is analyzed using NS2 simulator
in terms of send packets, recive packets, drop packets and
end – to-end delay. Analyze the drop packets and decrease
the end – to-end delay. This improves the packet delivery
ratio that prolong the lifetime of network.
Figure 9: drop packets
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10. Future Scope
In today’s context, wireless sensors are now getting
connected using internet backbone. We have wearable
sensor which need to communicate with central server
who process the received data to give some meaningful
information. For future work, it is suggested that more
simulation based experiments must be done to know the
drop packets and end –to-end delay.
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